Socket
Heavy Duty Scale and Film Remover
Product Number 4544

Description

A powerful, fast acting liquid acid product designed to rid the dish machine of scale and lime formations due to hard water
precipitates. This balanced product works quickly to brighten internal surfaces and leave them sparkling. Contains special
surfactants that degrease and clean internal surfaces of machine. Can be used in a diluted form on exterior stainless
surfaces for cleaning and brightening.

Directions

DELIME/DESCALE DISH MACHINE: Drain, flush, and clean out dish machine. Pull screens and flush to clean. Disconnect
dispensing equipment to prevent the addition of detergent during descaling operation. Close drain of dish machine. Add 1
ounce of delimer per gallon of water capacity for the dish machine (if unsure, use 1 pint of delimer). Fill machine to normal
operating level with hot water. Run machine in manual mode for up to 5 minutes. Check to see if lime scale is being
removed. If this is an initial treatment or there is a severe lime problem, increase the amount of delimer being used. Drain
dish machine and flush thoroughly with clear water. Fill dish machine and run through a normal operating cycle. Drain and
flush again. Engage the dispensing equipment.
EXTERIOR SURFACES: Mix 1 part delimer to 10 parts water into a spray bottle. Spray onto exterior surfaces of machine
and remove with a cloth or rag.
Always wear proper gloves, apron, and eye protection when using this product.

Technical Data

Color ...............................................Clear, Red
Scent ...............................................Bland
Foam ...............................................Low

pH (1% solution) .............................2.4-2.6
Viscosity...........................................Medium
Density .............................................10.36 pounds/gallon

Product Category: Warewash/Mechanical Washing
DOT Shipping Name: Corrosive Liquid, Acidic, Inorganic, N.O.S., (contains phosphoric acid), 8, UN3264, II

Cautions

DO NOT STORE NEAR OR USE WITH CHLORINE BLEACH OR PRODUCTS CONTAINING CHLORINE. Contains
phosphoric acid. Do not ingest or allow contact with skin or eyes. If ingested: Drink plenty of water and get medical
attention immediately. Do not induce vomiting unless instructed by a physician to do so. Never give fluids to an unconscious
person. In case of eye contact: If contacts are worn, remove and dispose of them, then raise eyelids and flush eyes with
clear water for 15 minutes making sure to flush under eyelids. Get medical attention immediately. In case of skin contact:
Remove contaminated clothing. Flush skin areas with clear water, then wash with a mild soap. If irritation occurs, get
medical attention. In case of inhalation: Move victim to fresh air. Get medical advice. Refer to your Material Safety Data
Sheet for additional cautions and handling procedures.

